
Introducing Deer's Eye View: An AI-Powered
App Revealing the World Through the Eyes of
Animals

Download Deer’s Eye View today on a IOS or Android

for a free trial period and see what they see.

Deer's Eye View is an AI-powered app that

provides a real-time display of the colors

that the targeted animal can see,

enabling users to adjust their equipment.

KINGWOOD, TX, HARRIS, September

12, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Deer's

Eye View, a groundbreaking AI-

powered app, is set to revolutionize the

way hunters, fishermen, and even pet

owners understand the visual

perception of their an animal. The

app's unique Animal Vision Simulator

gives users a real-time display of the

colors targeted animals can see or not see, enabling them to make informed decisions and

adjust their equipment and surroundings accordingly.

The app's advanced technology offers an unparalleled experience for hunting and fishing

Deer's Eye View is The

Ultimate Hunting and

Fishing Companion”

Jonathan Britton

enthusiasts. By selecting their desired animal, such as

White-Tail Deer, Hog, Turkey, or Large Mouth Bass, users

gain a first-hand witness of the world from the perspective

of their prey. Whether sitting in a blind or at the water's

edge, Deer's Eye View offers a unique opportunity to see

exactly what the animals see, providing valuable insights

into their visual preferences.

For avid anglers, the app is a game-changer. Understanding that different fish species have

distinct color preferences, Deer's Eye View offers a valuable tool for optimizing the catch. For

example, Large Mouth Bass are known to be attracted to colors like green, brown, and purple.

With the app, users can ensure their lure reflects these colors, increasing their chances of a

successful and rewarding fishing experience.

The advantages of Deer's Eye View extend beyond hunting and fishing. Pet owners can also

http://www.einpresswire.com
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https://www.deerseyeview.com/


benefit from the app's innovative features. By using the Animal Vision Simulator, users can see

the world through their pet's eyes, gaining a deeper understanding of their visual perception.

This unique perspective can help pet owners create enriching environments and select toys,

accessories, and even color schemes that resonate with their furry companions.

Key Features of Deer's Eye View:

1. Animal Vision Simulator: The app offers a real-time display of the colors that targeted animals

can see or not see, giving users unprecedented insights into their prey's visual perception.

2. Species-Specific Customization: Users can select their preferred animal, including White-Tail

Deer, Hog, Turkey, or Large Mouth Bass, to experience the world from their perspective.

3. Optimized Hunting and Fishing: By understanding the colors that attract specific animals,

users can adjust their equipment, lures, and surroundings for a more successful and rewarding

hunting or fishing experience.

4. Pet Insights: Deer's Eye View allows pet owners to gain a deeper understanding of their pets'

visual perception, facilitating the creation of enriching environments and tailored experiences.

Deer's Eye View is set to redefine the Hunting and Fishing experience, providing hunters and

fishermen with an unprecedented advantage. The app's Animal Vision Simulator, combined with

its species-specific customization, empowers users to make informed decisions and optimize

their chances of success in the field. Additionally, pet owners can now connect with their pets on

a whole new level, enhancing the bond between humans and animals.

To learn more about Deer's Eye View and experience the world through the eyes of your prey,

visit https://www.deerseyeview.com/.

About Deer's Eye View:

Deer's Eye View is an innovative AI-powered app that allows hunters, fishermen, and pet owners

to see the world through the eyes of the animal of their choice. By providing a real-time display

of the colors that targeted animals can see or not see, the app enables users to adjust their

equipment, lures, and surroundings accordingly. Deer's Eye View aims to enhance hunting and

fishing experiences while offering valuable insights into pet visual perception

About The App Bros:

Our team of experts has been delivering the best-in-class app development to our clients for

over a decade. Our tried and true methodologies will deliver results you will be proud of. When

you contract The App Bros, our professional consultants and expert app designers will give you

peace of mind and help build your dream app into a reality! www.theappbros.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/646116855

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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